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ABSTRACT

Materials Fabrication Division workers at the Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory have constructed a small, two-axis diamond lathe of

extremely high accuracy. The numerically controlled “Baby Optics Diamond

Turning Machine,” which joins the Laboratory’s two other diamond turning

machines built in the 1970’s, is available only for parts of less than 4-in.

diam. Assembled from commercially available components in only two weeks,

the small machine has exceeded performance expectations and demonstrated that

diamond turning is now a mature technology. In a test of its accuracy, the

new diamond lathe cut l-in. diam. hemispherical aluminum parts to an accuracy

of 10 pin. (size and contour band) with a surface finish of 1-1.5 Pin.

rms.

*work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number

Energy by the
W-7405-ENG-48.

A similar paper was presented at the 25th International Symposium of the
Society of Photo-optical Instrumentation Engineers, San Diego, California,
1981.

**A1l three authors are with the Materials Fabrication Division, Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California.
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INTRODUCTION

A small diamond lathe that is comparable in accuracy to larger diamond

turning machines has been constructed by Materials Fabrication Division

workers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The surprising accuracy

attained by the new “Baby Optics Diamond Turning Machine” has demonstrated

. .

‘,

●

that diamond turning is now a mature technology that can be made widely

available. The numerically controlled, two-axis lathe, assembled from

commercially available components in only three weeks, can produce aspheric

parts up to 4 in. in diameter with a demonstrated accuracy of 10 Bin.

(size and contour band), and with surface finish of 1-1.5 pin. rms. In

this article, we describe how our design considerations and the machine’s

small size worked together to produce a diamond lathe that is relatively

immune to vibration sources and temperature variations.

The Laboratory’s Materials Fabrication Division (MFD) has two

three-axis diamond turning machines that have been in production operation

for about ten

machines with

years. Both are numerically controlled, Moore No. 3-based

a maximum size capacity of approximately 30 in. A third large

diamond turning machine, described in Ref. 1, is expected to

January 1984; it will have a maximum swing of 84 in. Demand

two operating machines has increased, and, in January, 1981,

be completed by

for time on the

the production
J

needs of several LLNL

service in as short a

Materials Fabrication

programs required a third machine to be placed in

time as possible. A request was made that the

Division procure a small diamond turning machine that

.

could handle a wide variety of contoured parts of less than 4-in. diam. to

tolerances approaching those of the existing diamond lathes for size,

contour, and finish. Although these performance requirements could have
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been met by several U.S. manufacturers, the need to place a machine in

service in a matter of a few weeks precluded our purchase of a commercial

unit.

,.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Time

machine’s

assembled

constraints also limited the purchase or fabrication of any of the

major components, and the machine was therefore completely

from parts on hand at the Laboratory. Completion of a formal

design cycle prior to assembly was also not possible, and machine design was

1.

.

dictated in part by the availability of components. Because some of the

components available were initially not considered optimum for the

application, we established a design philosophy that would maximize the

probability of success with these components:

o ~. Because repeatable size and contour

errors can be corrected relatively easily by any of a number of schemes for

post-process gaging with feedback,2 little emphasis was placed on the

actual accuracy of the machine. Instead, we directed our efforts towards

minimizing thermal effects or other sources of nonrepeatable errors. This

approach proved to be valuable in that it allowed us to use components of

relatively modest accuracy.

o Reduce sources of random motion. Since part errors resulting from

random motion of the spindle cannot be easily corrected, emphasis was placed

on minimizing sources of random motion. To minimize the contribution of

machine vibration, we selected a configuration that provided maximum

stiffness and high resonant frequencies. For this reason, we selected a
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“T-base” configuration instead of a stacked-slide arrangement. Also, to

reduce the contribution of the spindle drive motor to spindle random motion,

we selected a synchronous drive system.

. .

MACHINE COMPONENTS

This section lists the components that we used to construct the new

small diamond lathe. Most were originally purchased from commercial

sources. Although in some instances the equipment selected would not

normally have been considered optimum for the application, it was the most

appropriate available at the Laboratory at that time.

o Slides. The slides selected were Anorad Model 7-6 crossed-roller

slides. Both slides have 6 in. of travel, although only 4 in. are used.

The straightness of travel for the X slide, 2 in. above the slide surface,

is 45 Bin. over 4 in. The straightness of travel of the Z slide was

70 pin. over 4 in.; rework at LLNL reduced this figure to 40 vin. The

slides were delivered with 10-pitch leadscrews driving pre-loaded turcite

nuts. The backlash did not exceed 2 Bin. for either slide. The

leadscrews were provided with dc torque motorftachometers, Torque Systems

model MT-2120-006BE.

o Spindle. The spindle is a Professional Instruments Co. model 4B air

bearing spindle. Average radial and axial motion of the spindle was less

than 1 win., a value found through tests done without the spindle drive

attached.

A

.
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0 Spindle drive motor. The drive motor selected was a Magnetic

Technology frameless, brushless dc servo motor. Both the rotor and stator

are cantilevered off the air bearing spindle, and this provides

.. synchronization between motor and spindle and eliminates motor bearing

noise. With the LLNL-supplied electronics package the motor can deliver up

.
to 10 in.-lb of torque at any s~eed from 50 to 2000 rpm. The unit is housed

in a cooling jacket , which permits removal of the heat generated in the

stator windings.

o Machine base. A granite surface plate was selected for the machine

base because it provided the most expedient solution to the problem. The

plate was lapped to a flatness of 20 uin. over the area to be occupied by

the slides, and this eased the problem of establishing the machine geometry

in the vertical direction during assembly.

o Vibration isolation system. Most diamond turning machines use self-

leveling pneumatic vibration isolators to isolate the machine from floor vi-

brations. Because we did not have isolators of the proper size available at

the time, we chose instead to use rubber Iso-Mode vibration-isolation pads.

o Spindle temperature control system. For reasons to be discussed

D“

.

later, the only portion of the machine that received direct temperature

control was the spindle drive motqr. Approximately 5 gpm of temperature-

controlled water is circulated through the spindle motor housing. The water

is initially sub-cooled using a water/water heat exchanger and an onfoff

control and then heated to the desired temperature by means of an electric

heater driven by a proportional controller.

o Tool holder. An Aloris AXA tool holder was used to hold the diamond

cutting tool, with slight modifications made to allow improved tool-height

adjustment.
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0 Position feedback system. A standard Hewlett-Packard 5501 series

laser interferometer and interface package, operating at 1 Uin. reso-

lution, provided position feedback information to the CNC control.

o Computer numerical control. The control selected was an . .

Allen-Bradley Model 7320. Because it was purchased to be used on our large

diamond turning machine that is under construction, the unit was already

configured to interface with the Hewlett-Packard laser interferometer

position feedback system.

o Servo amplifiers. Because of the relatively high friction of the

leadscrews and the low speeds at which they would operate during finishing

cuts, we needed dc torque motors powered by high-performance linear

amplifiers to drive the leadscrews. Since no such amplifiers were

commercially avaiable in the time required, we designed and constructed

servo amplifiers similar to those used on our two larger diamond turning

machines.

MACHINE DESIGN

Mechanical svstem

Figures 1 and 2 show the Baby Optics Diamond Turning Machine at

completion, and Figure 3 is an isometric view of the layout of the key

components. The granite base is supported by the rubber vibration-isolation

pads at three points. The upper surface of the granite was lapped while it

was supported in this manner in order to eliminate the effects of distortion

under its own weight. A steel sub-frame was used to position the machine at

,

.
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a convenient working height. In order to obtain maximum stiffness from the

available components, we selected a T-base configuration. In addition, the

slides were located as close together as possible but at a location which

would still allow a 4-in. diam. part to be machined with the cutting tool on

either side of the spindle centerline. Because of this constraint, both

slides were limited to 4 in. of travel. Sheet-metal way covers protect both

the X slide (the tool slide) and the sides and rear of the Z slide (the

spindle slide) from chip contamination. A collapsing cover on the front of

the Z slide allows the slides to be located as close as possible to one

another. The slide assemblies are bolted directly to the table using

threaded inserts epoxied into the granite. Clearance around the bolts

allows for adjustment of the slide squareness.

The spindlelmotor package was preassembled on a ground-and-lapped

sub-plate which also incorporated the mount for the Z-axis laser retro-

reflector. The subplate was in turn bolted to the slide, again with

clearance around the bolts to allow for spindle-squareness adjustment. The

Aloris tool holder

moved to different

was mounted on the X slide such that it can easily be

locations to handle a variety of part configurations.

The X-axis retroreflector was mounted in line with the nominal tool

location in compliance with the Abbe Principle,3 thereby minimizing the

effects of slide pitch and yaw. In addition, the retroreflector was located

as close to the tool-post as possible to minimize thermal effects. The

X-axis interferometer, mounted on a bracket bolted to the granite base, is

located such that the laser deadpath is effectively zero when the slide is

moved to its home position.

In X-Z turning machines, a single Z-axis feedback device cannot be

located so as to comply with the Abbe Principle. AS a compromise and With
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the intent of avoiding complexity, we located the Z-axis retroreflector

behind the spindle motor, along the axis of rotation. As for the X-axis,

the interferometer was mounted on the machine base in a manner that

minimizes deadpath error.

To protect the laser beam path from interruption by the operator and to

minimize contamination of the optics by oil or debris, we provided covers to

shield all portions of the beam. Some steps were also taken to reduce the

influence of the covers on the machine itself. For example, the tubes

shielding the inactive portions of the beam are not hard-mounted to the

interferometer mounts, and this eliminates a potential source of thermal

errors. In addition, the moving covers are bolted to the slides instead of

to the retroreflectors to avoid coupling a potential source of low-frequency

vibration to a critical machine component.

Electronics system

Machine control is carried out by means of an Allen-Bradley model 7320

computer numerical control (CNC) unit. The executive program was modified

to provide a 1 uin. resolution, and the output axis servo-command logic

was modified to improve the stability of the input signal of the dc servo

amplifier. In all other regards, the CNC was an “off-the-shelf” system.

Miscellaneous functions for control , interlock, and safety were completely

implemented with PAL programming in the CNC.

Positional feedback to the CNC was provided by simulating an

incremental encoder with the output of a Hewlett-Packard distance-measuring

interferometer system. The interferometer system consisted of a model 5501

laser source and two linear interferometers mounted to the machine as

. .
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described above. Signal decoding, resolution extension, scaling, and

incremental pulse-generation were provided by standard Hewlett-Packard

interface electronics.

The slide drive, a direct leadscrew-coupled motor/tachometer package,

was driven with a linear servo amplifier that was designed and constructed

at this Laboratory. The relatively high friction resulting from the solid

nut and 10-pitch thread of the leadscrew required high loop gain of

approximately 106 to provide axis response that was appropriate to the

1 pin. machine resolution. The high-gain servo provided smooth operation

over the 1000-to-l range between rapid-traverse (48 rpm) and

minimum-machining speed.

Temperature-control system

The Laboratory’s existing diamond turning machines minimize thermal

effects by means of an oil shower in which temperature-controlled oil ,flows

over the entire machine. This approach was rejected for the small machine

because oil might be incompatible with some part materials, and the oil is

an inconvenience for the machine operator. In addition, our recent exper-

ience shows that protecting the laser optics from contamination by oil vapor

can be a major problem. We also rejected the idea of closed cooling of

either the entire machine or its critical components because the approach

was too complex to be implemented in the limited time available.

We ultimately selected an approach that was very simple, yet

surprisingly effective. First, we located the machine in an area with good

temperature control--an area with temperatures within 68 + 0.2°F. Next,

the spindle drive motor-- the only major source of heat on the machine--was
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provided with the closed temperature-control system described previously, a

system that maintains the temperature of the spindle and motor to within

68 + O.l°F. Finally, the machine was constructed so that critical

dimensions, such as the distance between the X-axis interferometer and the

tool post, were minimized, thereby reducing the effects of temperature

variations. This design philosophy is also consistent with our configuring

the machine to maximize stiffness and resonant frequencies.

A Hewlett-Packard Automatic Compensator is used with the laser

interferometer, but the only portion that was implemented was that which

compensates for light-wavelength variations due to air temperature and

barometric pressure. Subsequent operating experience has supported the view

that the machine is sufficiently small and isothermal not to require the

material-expansion correction feature.

RESULT S

The assembly of the BODTM was completed and its first contoured part

was cut two weeks (and one man-year) after the initial request was made.

The third week of the project was devoted to establishing the machine

geometry and proving it capable of turning parts to the required

tolerances. As we discussed above, the repeatability of the machine was

considered to be more significant than its actual accuracy; more emphasis

was therefore placed on determining how accurately the lathe could cut a

part using post-process gaging with feedback.

..
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Testing the BODTM

This section describes the tests that were conducted while the machine

geometry was being established.
.,

0 Straightness and squareness. These tests were conducted with a

.
4-in. Webber square mounted at tool height from the spindle faceplate and an

air-bearing LVDT mounted at the tool location. The X-slide straightness was

determined to be 45 Bin. over full travel and the Z-slide 40 uin. The

squareness of the X-slide travel to the Z-slide travel and the squareness of

the X-slide travel to the spindle axis of rotation were both adjusted

within 2 prad.

o Spindle motion. The average radial motion of the spindle was

to

..

assessed by turning a small-diameter pin on the BODTM and measuring its

roundness on a high-accuracy roundness-measuring instrument. Using this

technique, we determined that the average radial motion was less than

6 pin. Tests to determine average axial or random motion were not

conducted.

o Disc check. A 100° disc check was conducted using a l-in. diam.

gage ball mounted from the spindle faceplate and an air bearing LVDT mounted

in the tool holder. The disc check showed a machine contour error of less

than 35 pin. More importantly, however, a series of disc checks conducted

over a period of several days for both directions around the test ball

showed that the machine is repeatable to within 5 uin.

o Vibration Analysis. A determination of the machine resonant

frequencies occurring below 1 kHz was conducted by

gage mounted from the tool post indicating against

the spindle faceplate. The first mode, at 108 Hz,

means of a capacitance

a gage ball mounted from

is very weakly coupled
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and can only be excited with sharp blows from a hammer. We believe that the

source is the cover of the X-axis laser beam. The second mode occurs at

512 Hz, also very weakly coupled. Both modes occur at frequencies well

above seismic input frequencies.

To demonstrate the potential of the machine under actual cutting

conditions, a l-in. diam. hemispherical aluminum test-part was turned on the

BODTM and inspected for size and contour on a small-radius gage. As can be

seen from the resulting polar plot shown in Fig. 4, the total part error was

approximately 70 Din. We attributed the difference between this value and

the machine accuracy that was defined by the disc check to tool-nose

roundness error.

Using a microcomputer-based data-acquisition system developed

concurrently with the BODTM machine, we took part-profile data from the

inspection device and generated a corrected part-program that compensated

for the machine and tool-nose errors. A new part was cut, with the

resulting part trace shown in Fig. 5. Ignoring the excess material at the

part centerline that resulted from tool-height error, we found that the part

is accurate to 10 pin. for both size and contour. Subsequent inspection

of the part using a Zeiss microinterferometer indicates that the finish is

approximately 1-1.5 Pin. rms.

In the ten months that it has been in production operation, the BabY

Optics Diamond Turning Machine has demonstrated that it is sufficiently

repeatable that a single corrected tape can be used to cut a series of parts

(e.g., 6-10 parts) to accuracies comparable to those produced on the

aluminum test part described above. The total cost of the machine was

approximately $200,000. We estimate that under more favorable conditions a

duplicate machine could be constructed for less than $150,000.

..

.,
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CONCLUSIONS

Despite the limitations imposed by a short schedule, the performance of

the Baby Optics Diamond Turning Machine has exceeded our expectations. Had

more time been available to us, it is likely that we would have implemented

a more conservative design, probably constructing a larger machine that

incorporates air bearing slides, improved leadscrews, a more elaborate

temperature control system, and self-leveling, pneumatic vibration-

isolators. Our success with a more modest approach permits us to draw the

following conclusions about the design

machines:

o Diamond turning machine design

demonstrated that a machine comparable

of high-accuracy diamond turning

is a mature technology. We have

in accuracy to our existing machines

can be assembled from commercially available components, provided that

adequate human resources are available.

o Machine size and configuration can greatly affect the accuracy of

the finished part. Maximizing stiffness and resonant frequencies can result

in a machine that is relatively immune to environmental vibration sources.

Minimizing

variations

critical machine dimensions also reduces response to temperature

and therefore increases repeatability.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

.
●

FIG. 1. The new, small diamond lathe constructed by the Machine Control

‘Group and Machine Development Group at Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory. The two-axis, numerically controlled machine was designed and

constructed from commercially available components in

FIG. 2. Work zone of the Baby Optics Diamond Turning

only two weeks.

Machine (BODTM). The

machine is limited to parts less than 4 in. in diameter.

FIG. 30 Isometric view of key mechanical equipment used in assembling the

BODTM. See “Machine Components” for the commercial brand name of each

component.

FIG. 4. One-in. test part-profile taken prior to error correction.

FIG. 5. After error correction, the same part exhibits accuracy to

10 pin. for both size and contour. (Excess material at the part

centerline resulted from tool-height error.)

.

.
●
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